Abstract: This paper will present the design, construction, and implementation of Algebraic-Geometric Irregular Block Turbo Codes (AG-IBTCs). Furthermore, we will evaluate its performance over fast fading channels using different modulation schemes (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM). The idea behind the design of AG-IBTC is to overcome the high system complexity of Algebraic-Geometric Block Turbo Codes (AG-BTCs) while maintaining a high Bit-Error-Rate (BER) performance. This design is inspired by the idea of unequal protection of information symbols which is the core of IBTCs. Our experiments conducted over the worst case of fading channels which is the fast fading channels; and this is done in order to show the magnitude of gain in BER or the reduction in system complexity that can be achieved by this design.
INTRODUCTION
The need for low complexity systems while maintaining the BER performance is a demand of many real-time data services such as multimedia applications and deep space communications. This need has led to the introduction of Irregular Block Turbo Codes • Improved the BER performance compared to the BTCs.
• Reduced the decoding complexity compared to the regular (equal protection) codes.
• Produced codes closer to Shannon's bound from the BTCs.
Due to the aforementioned properties, IBTCs played an essential role in today's real time communications such as wireless communications and multimedia applications. This paper will present the design of AG-IBTC and compare its performance with AG-BTC over fast fading channel using different modulation schemes.
RELATED WORK
Irregular Block Turbo Codes emerged for the first time ever in 1999 by Fery and MacKay (Frey and Mackay 1999) at the 37-th Alberton conference on communication, control and computing. At that time, they showed that by changing the structure of the Turbo Code (TC) of rate "Irregular Turbo-Like Codes" in which they claimed that an ITC can be produced by increasing the number of low-weight codewords that is obtained by increasing the rate of the code components of which the irregular codes constructed from. At the decoding side of this ITC, an iterative process can be applied by using the same sum product algorithm. Although their objective was to reduce the decoding complexity -which is an important factor in channel coding -the system required a very large frame size and suffered from high number of iterations (almost 100) in order to obtain a lower BER (e.g. 10 -6 ).
Later, in 2011 a PhD thesis entitled "Irregular Block Turbo Codes for communication systems" written by A. Sholiyi (Sholiyi 2013 ) proposed a lower complexity, flexible, and fast ITC codec. The idea behind this new design is to benefits from extra protection of some bits sets in a specific manner using state of the art techniques.
In (Sholiyi 2013 ) the author claimed that the experimental results using this codec over AWGN gave a coding gain directly proportional to the modulation index. In others words the best gain achieved was when 64QAM modulation scheme used and of course that in comparison with existing BTCs. In summary, the aim of all codec designs in the existing literature is to improve the BER performance in order to get closer to Shannon's bound.
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However, all designs suffer from high complexity which is a high price to pay (Alzubi et al 2014) .
SYSTEM DESIGN

I. Encoder Design of Irregular Algebraic-Geometric Block Turbo Codes
In this section we will fully explain the encoder design of Irregular Algebraic-Geometric Block
Turbo Codes (I-AGBTCs). In general, the principle of encoding in Block Turbo Codes (BTCs) • Arranging the information bits into a block format.
• Passing the block format information bits to a systematic block encoder: In other words multiplying the information bits block by a systematic generator matrix which is constructed according a set of rules depending on the type of the code in use.
• Passing the output from previous step to a block interleaver: The interleaving process is simply interchanging the columns with the rows and vice versa.
• Passing the output from the interleaver into another systematic block encoder of the same type as the first one.
It is worth to mention here that there exists an equivalent method for designing the encoder of Turbo Product Codes (TPCs) (Pyndiah et al 1995) . However, in case TPC encoders design only one encoding component used which is illustrated in figure 2 .
Also when the information bits are even they are repeated (i.e. twice) because that each information bit will have one extrinsic information value from the outer decoder and another one from the inner decoder. This is similar to degree two IBTC in which each information bit 5 in the codeword will result in two extrinsic information values in the decoding side (Sholiyi 2013 ). A block diagram of IBTC encoder design is shown in figure 3 . The encoding process starts as the information symbols K t will be passed into a non-uniform repetition unit in which the information symbols are divided into j groups (j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n). Where each j th group consists of a fraction of information symbols (f i ). In order to achieve a good coding performance j should not exceed 3. Now each j th group is repeated d i times, where d i = 2, 3, ...,T . Where T represents the maximum repetition times. In other words, the non-uniform repetition unit will repeat f i as many as d i times.
6 So, the output from the non-uniform repetition unit will be in the form of:
The choice of the right symbol degree and the appropriate corresponding fraction (denoted by d i and f i respectively) depend on the codeword size. However, there is no algorithm found to calculate the optimal values of these variables. Usually, the fraction f i of information symbols contained in the symbol degree profile is repeated one time (degree two). The value of degree two f i preferably to be in the range of 75%-95% of the original information symbols and the remaining fraction is shared by the higher degrees depending on the modulation scheme used (Sholiyi 2013) (Pyndiah et al 1995) .
Considering the aforementioned criteria in designing our AG-IBTC encoder we have chosen 85% of the information symbols to be repeated one time (degree two), 10% of the information symbols to be repeated two times (degree three), and 5% of the information symbols to be repeated eight times (degree nine) to form AG-IBTC(64, 49).
As illustrated in figure 3 the outcome from the non-uniform repetition unit is passed to the random interleaver unit, which then handled by AG systematic block encoder.
The original information symbols K t (a copy of information symbols before entering the nonuniform repetition unit) along with parity bits P t (extracted from the output of AG systematic encoder) are transmitted together in block format N t .
The code rate of the obtained AG-IBTC is:
Where R represents the code rate of the IBTC, and K t , P t are the lengths of original information and parity respectively (Martin and Taylor 2002) (Heegard et al 1995) .
For fairer BER performance comparisons, the block size of the corresponding regular BTC limits and controls d i which plays an important role in the construction of the IBTC.
II. Decoder Design of Irregular Algebraic-Geometric Block Turbo Codes
The received sequence N r in handled by a proper demodulator in order to be able to pass it through demultiplexer which separates the parity symbols P r from information symbols K r for each encoded message N r.
Using a similar non-uniform repetition unit as the one used in the transmitter side the information symbols part K r is repeated in the same manner to obtain a repeated information block H r which passed to a similar random interleaver as the one in the transmitter side again (Frey and Mackay 1999) (Sholiyi 2013 ). The interleaved vector of repeated information h' r is combined with its corresponding parity vector P r to form a new vector n r . Before passing n r to the AG decoder an initial a priori value a r of equal probability (i.e. zero log likelihood) is added.
From the output of the AG decoder an extrinsic information e r -of same size as vector h' r -is gathered and computed, a set of e r vectors is arranged in block form Er then passed to a random deinterleaver before entering the extrinsic computational block (Frey and Mackay 1999 (Berrou and Glavieux 1996) .
By randomly interleaving the output of the extrinsic of the computational block the new a priori values block A r is computed.
To be able to add the a priori vectors ai to the nr vectors for the next decoding iteration, each a i will be read out individually from A i .
A block of decoded codewords is obtained by storing each decoded codeword after the final iteration. By using a random deinterleaver, the parity part of each codeword is removed in order to extract only the information part to retain the original information vector K t format (Alzubi et al 2014) (Sholiyi 2013 ) (Pyndiah 1998) . Figure 4 , clearly shows the explained decoding process. It is important to mention here that the random interleaver and random deinterleaver patterns are totally different for each data block.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed design of AG-IBTC reduced the system complexity due to the fact that only one encoding and one decoding components have been used in comparison with two of each in the AG-BTC.
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Although the proposed design of AG-IBTC required more iterations for the same BER performance the system complexity still considered less than the one in AG-BTC. Our objective here is to explore the trade-off between the system complexity and performance and emphasize on the conditions where AG-IBTC outperforms the AG-BTC.
Our experiments have been conducted over Rayleigh fading channel using different modulation schemes.
The figures we presented here are intentionally did not show the BER performance for every iteration in order to keep them neat and easy to visualize. In order to conduct a fair comparison between AG-IBTC and AG-BTC we used similar data block sizes and almost same code rates over the same finite field GF(2 4 ). Using BPSK modulation scheme over Rayleigh fast fading channel as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 , the coding gains in terms of BER performance of AG-IBTC codes at BER of 10 -6 are 10 -0.6 and -0.5 dBs with code rates of 0.57 and 0.5 respectively in comparison to AG-BTC codes of code rates 0.585 and 0.47. The losses from using the AG-IBTCs design seems considerable from the first glance. However, note these losses are applicable to high E B /N o region and come as the result of severe fading channel conditions. Moreover, AG-IBTC allows us to enjoy huge system complexity reduction which is highly desirable in severe fading conditions. Such transition from negative to positive confirms the fact that the AG codes in general and specifically AG-IBTCs gain increase with modulation index increase. Also it gives a solution to the complexity issue of AG-BTC.
We conclude here that the AG code is much resilient to fading even if it is used in BTC and IBTC. In AG-IBTCs this comes with additional benefit of significant reduction in system's complexity.
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